Hot-Shot™
Thaws Frozen Pipes Quickly

No more tearing up floors, breaking through walls, or digging around frozen pipes in frozen ground. Now you can eliminate hazardous blow torches and stop worrying about expensive repairs or damage. With the safe Hot-Shot pipe thawer, you can accomplish the job faster and easier – and save time and money.

**Easy To Operate**
Just carry your Hot-Shot to the job, attach the pipe clamps and plug it into any convenient 115 volt receptacle. In a matter of minutes, the frozen pipe will begin flowing again.

**Strong And Safe**
Both units are housed in heavy-gauge steel boxes built to take a pounding. Safety features like thermal overload protection and circuit breakers are standard equipment.

Hit 'Em High; Hit 'Em Low
The Hot-Shot 400 gives you the power to clear longer and larger lines with 400 amps of thawing power. It’s powerful enough to clear 1-1/2” diameter lines up to 175 ft. long, yet weighs just 31 lbs.

Stuck on a job with only 15 amp breakers? Just flip the switch on the Hot-Shot 400 and the amp draw drops below 14 amps while the unit still delivers 320 amps of thawing power.

Lighter Weight; Lower Amp Draw
The Hot-Shot 320 weighing in at just 30 lbs., generates 320 amps of thawing power, yet draws just 14 amps. This little unit can quickly thaw 1-1/2” diameter lines up to 100 ft. long.
Hot-Shot™ Thaws Frozen Pipes Quickly

MODEL 400

Specifications

Weight:
31 lbs. without cables.

Switchable Output Current:
   High: 400 amps with 20 amp draw
   Low: 320 amps with 14 amp draw

Maximum Range:
175 ft. x 1-1/2" lines.

Safety Features:
20 amp Circuit Breaker, Thermal Overload Protection.

Standard Cable Package:
Two 20 ft. #2 cables with clamps and lugs.

Dimensions:
9" W x 9" D x 9" H

Guaranteed for 2 years

MODEL 320

Specifications

Weight:
30 lbs. without cables.

Output Current:
320 amps 14 amp draw

Maximum Range:
100 ft. x 1-1/2" lines.

Safety Features:
15 amp Circuit Breaker, Thermal Overload Protection.

Standard Cable Package:
Two 20 ft. #2 cables with clamps and lugs.

Dimensions:
9" W x 9" D x 9" H

Guaranteed for 2 years